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VISION #6: ART AND FOOD. 

Since 1975, I have edited and Crown Point Press has published VISION, an 
occasional journal. This issue, ART AND FOOD, 2019, is the sixth in the series; the 
fifth is dated 1981.

For VISION #1: California, 1975, twenty-three artists each contributed two pages. 
A partial list includes Eleanor Anton, Larry Bell, Chris Burden, Bruce Conner, Terry 
Fox, Howard Fried, Robert Irwin, Paul Kos, Linda Montano, Bruce Nauman, Ed 
Ruscha, Wayne Thiebaud, and William T. Wiley. All the participants lived at the time 
in the San Francisco Bay Area or in Los Angeles. 

VISION #2: Eastern Europe is dated 1976. It includes 21 artists from Yugoslavia, 
Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Poland; most of them were unknown in the U.S. at that 
time. A few names, recognizable now, are Marina Abramovic and Braco Dimitrijevic 
from Yugoslavia and Tadeusz Kantor from Poland. I believe this issue was the first 
published book in the West about the contemporary underground art movement in 
Eastern Europe. 

VISION #3: New York City, also was published in 1976.  In it, 13 artists each 
designed several pages. Vito Acconci, Carl Andre, Chuck Close, Hans Haacke, Sol 
LeWitt, Claes Oldenburg, and Lawrence Weiner are some of the contributors. Walter 
De Maria’s contribution was an original artwork: seven pages of buff-colored paper 
with his name on the 7th page. 

VISION #4: Word of Mouth, is dated 1980. It is a boxed set of six phonograph 
records, produced as white vinyl discs rather than the usual black. Each record holds 
two artists’ talks on each side. We recorded the talks at a conference on the island 
of Ponape in the Pacific Ocean, where the artists, their spouses, and our VISION 
staff traveled for this project. The participating artists are Marina Abramovic, Laurie 
Anderson, Chris Burden, Daniel Buren, John Cage, Bryan Hunt, Joan Jonas, Robert 
Kushner, Brice Marden, Tom Marioni, Pat Steir, and William T. Wiley. 

VISION #5: Artists’ Photographs, 1981, is a boxed set of 56 unbound reproductions 
of photographs provided by artists from 16 countries. The artist-list includes Christo, 
Richard Long, Dorothea Rockburne, Richard Tuttle and 52 more. 

VISION #6: Art and Food, 2019, contains recipes and images from 19 artists in 
San Francisco. We are “foodies” here. Many cultural experiments have begun in San 
Francisco: beatniks, hippies, free-speech, gay culture, health consciousness, the digerati 
and now foodies (we are the gourmet ghetto of the U.S.).  California Cuisine was 
invented in Berkeley at Chez Panisse in the 1970s.

I wish to thank Kathan Brown, founder of Crown Point Press, for publishing and 
editing my text; Valerie Wade, director of the Press, for having the idea to do another 
issue of VISION; and Sasha Baguskas for helping me with the design and assembly 
of the publication. Thanks also to the Pacifico Beer Company for allowing me to 
promote their beer free of charge.

-Tom Marioni
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SAN FRANCISCO ARTISTS’ RECIPES

Michael Brennan

Brad Brown

Enrique Chagoya

John Chiara

Howard Fried

Peter Gutkin

Diane Andrews Hall

Doug Hall

Mildred Howard

Paul Kos

Tom Marioni

Andrew McClintock

Susan Middleton

Gay Outlaw

Laurie Reid

Kent Roberts

Alice Shaw

Catherine Wagner

John Zurier
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Hungarian Style Tomato Salad

This Hungarian side dish consisting of tomatoes cut, then soaked for hours in brine, can 
be incredible. It is typically served to accompany the heavy meat entrées in Hungary 
where it acts as both a palate cleanser and even a digestif.

The tomatoes you can get in Hungary, like many locations in Europe during the summer, 
are fantastic. My colleague Sándor Szász, a surrealist painter, speaks passionately about 
the older varieties from this region: “Man these deep, dark purple ones you find from 
Transylvania —I cut them into thick steaks and devour them. Come on!” The truth is, you 
might have to search far and wide to find tomatoes deserving such passion. By taking cer-
tain steps, this dish can sing with even good quality “vine ripened” store-bought tomatoes 
during tomato season. “Come on!” as Sándor would say. 

Ingredients: 

1 vine of tomatoes - washed, 1 cup of water, 1 tbs of sugar, 2 tbs of white wine vinegar,  
salt, white pepper, and olive oil to taste - garnish with spring onion and basil leaves

To make the brine, steep the leafy tops of the tomatoes cut from the vine in piping hot 
water for 2 minutes to make a green earthy tea. Don’t worry, this won’t kill you. Mix the 
sugar with 1 cup of the tea. When it cools down add the vinegar. 

Larger tomatoes should be cut into eighths. Liberally salt the tomatoes, mix, and then 
let sit in a bowl. The salt takes away bitterness and brings out more of the sweet tomato 
flavor. Sprinkle with white pepper and pour in the brine until the liquid comes two-thirds 
from covering the tomatoes. Toss and set in the refrigerator for at least an hour. 

When ready to serve, taste the tomato brine to see if it needs any adjustments. It should 
have a real zing to it, where the salt, sugar and vinegar really make the tomato flavor pop. 
Drizzle with olive oil, garnish and serve. You might be tempted to drink the briny tomato 
seed punch directly from the bowl.

John Chiara
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Diane Andrews Hall
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Paul Kos

Angel Hair Pasta &
Rocky Mountain Oysters

Ingredients:
 
2 tablespoons of butter
Sage
Lamb oysters 
1 lemon
Angel hair pasta 
Salt and pepper

Preparations:
 
Cook pasta al dente
When pasta is almost ready,melt butter in skillet
Add sage 
Sauté lamb oysters in sage butter
Salt and pepper to taste 
Lemon juice to garnish
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Susan Middleton

Shrimp Lettuce Wraps

fresh shrimp

cucumbers

carrots

avocado

butter lettuce

cilantro

Newman’s Sesame Ginger dressing

peanut butter

Salt and pepper the shrimp, sauté. Slice thin cucumbers, carrots, avocado.

Position leaves of butter lettuce on a plate with sliced carrots, cukes, avocado, 
and cilantro. 

Mix Newman’s Sesame Ginger dressing with peanut butter and shake.

Wrap ingredients in lettuce leaves and serve with dressing.
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Alice Shaw

Mexican Wedding Cookies

1 cup butter

1/3 cup white sugar

2 teaspoons water

2 teaspoons vanilla extract

2 cups all-purpose flour

1 cup chopped pecans or walnuts

3-5 tablespoons confectioners’ sugar

Preheat oven to 325 degrees F (165 degrees C).

In a medium bowl, cream together the butter and sugar until smooth. Beat in the water 
and vanilla. Stir in the flour and pecans until well blended. Cover dough and chill for at 
least four hours.

Shape dough into walnut sized balls. Place 2 inches apart onto unprepared cookie sheets.

Bake for 18 to 20 minutes in the preheated oven, until golden. Roll in confectioners’ sugar 
after cookies have cooled.
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Howard Fried

Prison Pizza

While Richard prepares lunch Peg asks what he used for an oven in prison. He explains 

that he made an oven rack by tying wire between the legs of a steel stool a few inches 

from the floor. He unrolled a roll of toilet paper rerolling it onto his arm then sliding it 

off and bending its top and bottom edges inward he made a donut shaped toilet paper 

presto log. He traded a carton of cigarettes to someone who worked in the metal shop 

to make a stainless steel pan that fit on the wire oven rack. The assembled pizza was set 

on the pan and over it he placed an inverted cookie tin. The toilet paper donut is placed 

under the wire rack on the concrete floor after it is lit from the inside of its hole. 

Richard Simmons with Suzanne Foley as Peg Weiss, The Museum Reaction Piece, 1980 


